MASTER OF JOURNALISM
IMAGINE YOURSELF...
Imagine yourself shooting a documentary on the disappearance of the rain
forest in British Columbia. Imagine
yourself investigating homelessness
on the streets of Canadian cities for
an in-depth magazine exposé. Imagine yourself exposing corruption in
high places in a series of newspaper
articles or a book. Imagine yourself
as a researcher, editor or producer—
providing leadership to a newsroom
or investigative team. With a Master’s
degree in journalism, the possibilities
are endless: for advanced investigations, meaningful contributions to
society and professional advancement.
THE MASTER’S OPTION AT A
GLANCE...
Whether you want to leverage your
first degree into a career in journalism or you’re already a professional
journalist considering a mid-career
sabbatical, there’s an option tailored
to your needs.
If you’re new to the study and practice of journalism, two terms of basic
training and a one-term paid newsroom internship will prepare you for
Master’s level study. This bridging year
ensures a seamless transition from
the classroom to the newsroom.
If you’re an accomplished journalist
with a degree, you may qualify for
direct entry into a one year, accelerated program.

“A news sense is really a sense of
what is important, what is vital, what
has color and life – what people are
interested in.That’s journalism.”
~Burton Rascoe, American
journalist, editor and literary
critic (1892-1957)

The Master’s year features advanced
courses, a graduate seminar and a
capstone professional project. These
experiences will help give you new
tools to help the public make sense
of a complex world. The MJ will also
help you take your journalism to the
next level, advancing your career in a
rapidly changing field.
WHAT OUR GRADS SAY...
Derek Stoffel
Middle East correspondent, CBC
News
“I applied to three different journalism schools—Ryerson, Carleton and
the University of Regina. I was accepted to all three programs, but decided
to stick at home for my studies. With
hindsight, it was an excellent choice.
I’ve worked with grads from the
other schools, and I honestly feel U of
R’s people come out with a stronger
education: more well-rounded, with
a good focus on the technical side of
journalism as well. The internship is
what makes the University of Regina’s
J-School the best in Canada. Hands
down.”

Angela Hill
News director, NewsTalk Saskatoon
“The University of Regina’s School
of Journalism taught me how to be a
journalist; not only the practical skills
of interviews, writing, shooting tape
and gathering sound, but the ethics of
it – what we can do, what we can’t,
what’s legal, what isn’t. The J-School
provided me with mentors and support systems that I still use today.”
Nancy Carlson
Anchor, Global Edmonton
“The School of Journalism provided
me with real industry experience.
Looking back on my first position
after graduation, I was prepared for
whatever the newsroom threw my
way. As for my internship, it gave me
an invaluable opportunity to network.
I have the J-School to thank for helping me get to where I am today.”
Rob Vanstone
Sports editor/columnist, Regina
Leader-Post
“The J-School gave me a foot in the
door, grounding in the basics, opportunities to try a bunch of cool
things, the ability to land a summer
job that turned into a career, and
precious memories of great friends. I
owe so much to the J-School and all
the wonderful people there, past and
present.”

THE REGINA ADVANTAGE…
Some of the benefits to pursuing your
Master’s degree at the University of
Regina’s School of Journalism include:

FIND OUT MORE...
To find out more about the Master’s
option in Journalism, visit:

www.uregina.ca/arts/journalism

1. Small class sizes (maximum 26
students).
2. An intensive program, tailored to
your needs.
3. Thirteen-week paid internships at
newsrooms across Canada.
4. Hands-on access to state-of-the-art
gear and software, fully equipped television/ radio studios and editing suites.
5. Industry standard print production,
integrating both established and current trends in online publication.
6. More than 25 unique scholarship
opportunities worth over $30,000 annually, including scholarships to intern
abroad.
7. Build your own portfolio through
School publications, broadcasts and
work produced during your internship.
8. One-on-one coaching and mentorship from experienced faculty.
9. A degree employers recognize as
one of the country’s best, with an employment rate of over 90% within the
first year of graduating.
10. The first school in Western Canada
and the only school on the Canadian
Prairies to offer a Master’s option, Regina’s J-School has a proud tradition of
leadership, innovation and excellence.

To tour the School and meet a counsellor, phone
306.585.4420 or email journalism@uregina.ca.
Find and follow us at:
@URJschool
www.facebook.com/urjschool
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